The latest *Benchmarks Study* from M+R Strategic Services shows that donations made online via email, text messages, social media platforms and organization websites logged double‐digit growth in 2019, after a flat 2018 and a big upward surge the year before that. In addition, email response rates improved for the first time in recent memory, and the use of text messaging and Facebook Fundraising has also grown as nonprofits find new ways to leverage tech to reach their supporters.

*Nonprofit Business Advisor* recently spoke with Will Valverde, M+R\'s senior creative director, about the study and what it says about the sector.

***Q:*** *The top numbers this year show 10% growth in online giving for 2019. Is this the "return to normal" that the sector was hoping for, after the big swings of the last few years?*

**A:** Given our current coronavirus reality, it\'s really hard to describe anything as "normal" these days, but 10% growth is pretty typical of the long‐term trend. We\'ve produced our *Benchmarks Study* annually for almost 15 years now, and we got very used to reporting year‐over‐year growth in the low double digits. Then, the reaction to the 2016 election produced this massive spike in giving, and it turned out that momentum just wasn\'t sustainable. So the growth line flattened out almost entirely in 2018.

After those wild swings, the 10% growth in 2019 did align with the long‐term trend line. There\'s a lot of uncertainty right now, and a lot of nonprofits are once again experiencing really severe volatility. But my expectation, or at least my hope, is that as we emerge from the COVID‐19 crisis and its aftermath, we\'ll find ourselves once again on that upward path over time.

***Q:*** *Another big data point is that email response rates showed growth for the first time since you began tracking it. What would account for this? And what lessons should nonprofits take from this development?*

**A:** I think the biggest clue here is that as email response rates inched upward slightly, email list sizes dipped a bit. What we\'re seeing is more and more nonprofits really taking list hygiene and targeting seriously. They\'re doing a better job of cutting off old inactive names that aren\'t responsive at all, and using smarter targeting to get the right message to the right person at the right time. Of course, acquisition is incredibly important, and list growth matters---but it\'s a means to an end, and at the end of the day a smaller, more responsive list is going to produce better results than a huge audience of inactive names.

***Q:*** *The study shows that Facebook continues to be a valuable channel for online giving---the Facebook Fundraisers platform in particular. But you also note that the format of this platform is especially effective for certain groups, like health‐related organizations. Why is that?*

**A:** To put this in perspective, what we found is that for nonprofits overall, Facebook giving accounted for about 3.5% of total online revenue, while for nonprofits in the health sector, it was closer to 10% of total online giving.

Part of what\'s going on here is that health nonprofits have a long history of effective peer‐to‐peer fundraising---walkathons and that sort of thing. So the model works, people are familiar with it and it translates pretty cleanly to this new digital platform. It\'s a little bit how public media groups have really been leaders in sustainer‐first digital fundraising. The whole monthly pledge model has been baked into their DNA for years and years, so they\'re a step ahead of some other sectors when it comes to prioritizing monthly giving.

The other thing is, peer‐to‐peer fundraising is about personal connections. And a lot of folks have really powerful personal connections to health causes. They are survivors themselves, or they have a loved one who has been affected by a particular disease, and so when they are looking to use their birthday to start a fundraiser, it\'s a natural place to start. As with so many other things, we find where smart strategic choices by nonprofits intersect with the emotions and motivations of donors.

***Q:*** *For nonprofits from other sectors---outside of health---what do they need to do to make the most of this platform and see numbers like their health‐sector peers?*

**A:** The interesting thing to me is that when we look beyond the total revenue numbers, health nonprofits don\'t really stand out. A typical Facebook Fundraiser effort generates six gifts, with an average gift of \$30. The health sector is right aligned with those averages. So it\'s not the case that if you set up a fundraiser for a health group, you should expect to see your network giving more often or more generously. It\'s just that a lot more people are choosing to start fundraisers for health nonprofits.

So if you want to do more with this platform, the focus should be on volume---getting as many of your supporters as possible to start these peer‐to‐peer efforts. And that\'s about outreach, targeting and marketing.

***Q:*** *Text messaging also appears to be on the rise, with more nonprofits sending more messages and, crucially, more of those messages being viewed by the intended recipients. How are nonprofits leveraging this channel most effectively?*

**A:** Obviously, text messaging has been around for a long time, but in a lot of ways using SMS as a direct response platform is still in its infancy. So a lot of nonprofits are still experimenting to see what works for them. Some are finding success with fundraising, usually in coordination with other channels like email. Some are using it more as a cultivation channel, staying in touch with more personal notes to strengthen relationships rather than looking for an immediate return on investment. And as we move into the summer and fall, you\'re going to see a lot of electoral work happening via text messaging. This is where the peer‐to‐peer platforms can really shine---driving voter registration, GOTV work, and doing virtual canvassing, especially since door‐knocking might not be as feasible in many parts of the country due to COVID‐19.

***Q:*** *Finally, let\'s look at digital ads. The report has a lot of different data points on this topic. Could you give us a basic breakdown?*

**A:** The short version: Nonprofits are spending more on digital ads. Search tends to have the highest return on ad spend, but it also has a ceiling---there are only so many people searching for terms relevant to your nonprofit, and once you\'ve covered those bases, you need to look to other channels to expand your program.

We did see a pretty sharp difference in approach depending on the size of the nonprofit. For small nonprofits, which for our Benchmarks Study means those raising less than \$500,000 online annually, the vast majority of spending was on social media ads---more than 95% of ad budgets. For large nonprofits, which we define as annual online revenue over \$3 million, it\'s more balanced. They spent a bit more than half of their budgets on social media, and over a third on display. The difference is probably about budget and resources. Even with limited staff time and investment, it\'s possible to set up an initial social media ads effort.

***Q:*** *The data shows that some organizations are making bigger investments here than others---namely, large groups instead of smaller ones. How/why is ad spending different for large vs. small groups? And is that something that small orgs should change?*

**A:** Right, it\'s not just the platforms, but the overall spending that looks different for nonprofits of different sizes. While large nonprofits, in many cases, are really aggressively expanding their investment in digital ads, many small nonprofits are being more cautious, or even pulling back.

I think it\'s really hard to give a one‐size‐fits‐all recommendation here, but I do think that even with limited resources it\'s possible to make significant progress toward your goals with digital ads. The ability to target important audience, to test messaging and to reach potential supporters you might not otherwise be able to get in front of---that\'s a powerful set of tools. Small nonprofits have to do so much within really tight constraints, so it may be hard to be as ambitious as they might like to be. But I would encourage anyone to experiment, find what works and then build on that.
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Will Valverde is the senior creative director at M+R Strategic Services and lead writer of the *M+R 2020 Benchmarks Study*. M+R is a team of communicators, marketers, fundraisers and campaigners who unleash the power of people to do good. They work exclusively with nonprofits fighting for a just and sustainable world. *Explore the complete data, analysis and findings at* <https://mrbenchmarks.com>.
